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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S  
 
Product Description: RESPIRATOR, FULL FACE HP 
Part Number: 9902 
Style: SUPPLIED AIR 
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION:  
This comfortable full mask offers high pressure continuous flow protection 
with a unique over the shoulder hose design and an adjustable belt holds 
the hose and airflow valve out of the way.  TC-19C-437 
 
LENS: 

 High impact polycarbonate (meets ANSI Z87.1) 
 Wide field of vision with distortion-free replaceable lens  
 Anti-fog and anti-scratch coatings  
 Available lens peel-offs (P/N: 9901-25)  

 
SUSPENSION:  

 Non-slip durable rubber five point harness w/mesh hairnet  
 Fits under hard hats  
 Unique adjustable buckle system to lock in place 

 
SEAL: 

 Hypoallergenic and chemical/Ozone resistant  
 Durable silicone rubber maintains shape while in storage  
 Comfortable even in extreme heat and cold environments  
 Double sealing flange and deep chin pocket for better face to mask seal 

 
EXHALATION VALVE:  

 Large diameter contoured exhalation valve design, for minimal breathing resistance  
 Easily accessible for fast replacement and cleaning  
 Removable cover protects the exhalation valve form dirt, paint spray and from freezing  

 
DOWN TUBE & BELT ASSEMBLY:  

 90 Degree elbow allows it to be directed over the shoulder and out of the way  
 Corrugated flexible and lightweight material for greater comfort and less fatigue  
 Three options available: Flow Control Valve (20-50psi)(1.38-3.45 bar), Personal Cooler (50-85 

psi)(3.45-5.86 bar) or Temp Controller (55-105 psi)(3.79-7.24 bar)  
 Low profile nylon adjustable waist belt, (Included with high pressure controllers)  
 Plastic clip to restrain airline hose from pulling on the face piece 
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                 High Pressure Hose            Mask Used With 
Part No Length Fitting Controllers Part Number 

9101-25B 25’ (7.67m) airline Hansen Brass 9992 Control Valve 9902-CV 

9101-50B 50' (15.64m) 
i li

Hansen Brass 9991 Cooler 9902-C 

9101-100B 100' (30.4m) 
i li

Hansen Brass 9990 Temp Controller 9902-HC 


